
Problem Set #1

Physics 309

9 August 2021

The following problems come from Classical Mechanics (2005), by John R Taylor.

• Problem 1.39 on page 39 ⇒ (15 points) This is an advanced Physics I problem. Be sure to
prove mathematically that the angle you determine that gives the maximum range does indeed
maximize the range (the nature of the extremum is obvious on physical grounds).

• Problem 1.40 on page 39 ⇒ (20 points) One may also view this as an advanced Physics I
problem, so let’s beef it up a little. After finding the necessary angle (call it θm) in part (b),
put that angle into your expression for r (call the result rm). Why don’t you get infinity?
After all, isn’t r supposed to increase indefinitely? To see what’s going on, evaluate the second
time derivative of r2 at the time you found in part (b) to get your answer (call that time tm).
Then plot the dimensionless distance r/(v2

0
/g) versus the dimensionless time t/(v0/g) for the

case θ = θm. You should get r = rm at t = tm. What is happening at that time? Does r
increase indefinitely or not?

• Problem 2.7 on page 73 ⇒ (5 points) This incredibly short problem will make you realize that
had calculus been employed at the start of Physics I, a couple of those early classes could
have been compressed into about 15 minutes of class time.

• Problem 2.12 on page 74 ⇒ (10 points) We will use the “rule” Taylor gives in his hint many
times in the coming weeks.

Due date: 13 August 2021 (beginning of class)

Rules: You are encouraged to work together and/or consult with me. Though you may get ideas
for solving problems from others, the work you turn in must be entirely your own. Use back-of-
the-book answers (if available) for checking purposes. Simply giving an answer or copying from
another student earns you zero points for that problem. If you use any outside sources (books, web
sites, journals, etc.) for values of constants, integration tables, and other similar needs, please cite
your sources. Using Mathematica or other computer software requires turning in your code. Using
problem solutions found online and elsewhere constitutes an honor code violation.


